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I.

Description

SDT is a free Windows based program that allows classification of virus sequences based
on pairwise sequence identity calculations. Given a FASTA file containing DNA sequences,
the program aligns all possible pairs of sequences using MUSCLE [1], ClustalW2 [2] or
MAFFT [3], calculates a sequence identity score for each pair and uses a rooted neighbour
joining phylogenetic tree to cluster closely related sequences based on these identity scores.
The identity scores are calculated as 1-(M/N) where M is the number of mismatching
nucleotides and N the total number of positions along the alignment where neither sequence
has a gap character. The program outputs a 2D graphical representation of the identity
scores in a colour coded matrix and a plot of the distribution of the scores which can then be
used to either classify viruses within an existing taxonomic framework, or determine the
percentage identity cut-offs that should be used to formulate a novel taxonomic framework
[4]. After computation SDT allows pairwise identity scores to be saved along with the
sequence alignments into a file with an “.sdt” extension. The program can read such a file in
cases where one or a few new sequences have been obtained and one would like to add
these to a previous SDT analysed dataset. In such cases SDT will use the previously
computed pairwise identity and will only recalculate the pairwise alignments and identity
scores involving the newly added sequences. SDT also allows the creation of datasets
containing user-defined degrees of genetic diversity by partitioning the input sequences into
groups of sequences sharing a given range of pairwise identities.

II.

Download and installation

1. The program can be downloaded from http://web.cbio.uct.ac.za/SDT
2. Extract the SDTv1.2.zip file into a temporary folder.
3. Windows XP users can simply double click on the file “SETUP.EXE”. Windows VISTA
and Windows 7 users should right click on the file “setup.exe” and select the “run as
administrator” option on the popup menu that appears.
4. Follow the instructions of the setup program and use the default installation directory
“C:\SDTv1.2”.
5. The program folder SDTv1.2 contains the following:
- A bin directory containing the following programs: MUSCLE [1], Clustalw2 [2], MAFFT
[3] and, Neighbor (http://evolution.genetics.washington.edu/phylip.html).

- A tmp directory that is used to store temporary files.
- The executable SDTv1.2.exe which is the main program.
- A README file which contains these instructions.
- A FASTA file, test.fas, and a .SDT file, test.sdt, to test the program.
- Two SDT files: mastrevirus_references.sdt and mastrevirus_references.fas used
previously for classification of new mastreviruses.
- Program configuration files: sdt.in, ST5UNST.txt and SDTv1.exe.manifest.
6. To start an analysis double-click the SDTv1.2.exe file and, when the program has
launched (Fig 1), drag and drop on the main screen the file to analysed or click on the
“Open” menu on the top left side of the program window. Within the open dialog box
select the FASTA file you want to analyse and click the open command button. On the
small window that appears select the alignment program you want to use and then click
the Run button. Similarly, you can click on the “Open” menu item to load a .SDT file and
then click on the “Append” menu item to load a FASTA file containing one or more new
sequences and run an analysis including these. This uses pre-calculated values from the
.SDT file and only determines pairwise identity scores for the new sequences. When the
analysis completes you can use the “Save” menu option to save all the output files. Also
you can right-click on the pictures to copy them onto the clipboard so that you can paste
them to other programs such as PowerPoint or Word.

III. Program features
1. Main menus
The Open menu (Fig 1) enables you to load an input file, which the program will detect
either as a FASTA file (in which case the user is prompted to choose an alignment program
to use for pairwise identity score calculation), or a SDT file (in which case the program will
give an option to append one or more sequences in FASTA format) choose the alignment
program to use and run the analysis using pre-computed pairwise identity scores.
The Save menu enables you to save various analysis results in a variety of formats after an
analysis has completed.
The Rerun menu is used to run the analysis on the loaded alignment using a different
alignment program.
The Append menu is used to add sequences to a loaded SDT file.
The Exit menu allows you to stop the analysis and exit the program.

Fig 1. The SDT graphical user interface

2. Main command buttons
Pressing the Matrix command button (Fig 1) will result in the colour coded matrix being
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Fig 2. 2D Colour coded matrix

displayed (Fig 2), in this case with a “Full colour spectrum” colour scheme. Pressing the
Plot command button will result in the distribution plot of pairwise identity scores being
displayed (Fig 3).
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Fig 3. A plot displaying the distribution of pairwise identity scores
The Zoom in / Zoom Out command buttons enable you to enlarge or reduce the plot and
matrix images.
The 3 colour mode command button allows switching between “full colour spectrum” mode
and the “three colours” mode (Fig 4) for the colour coded matrix representation of identity
scores.
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Fig 4. 2D Colour coded matrix

In this case with the “three colours mode” that uses a discontinuous range of red, green and
blue shades differentiating the scores above and below two user defined cut-off values. In
this case one cut-off value is at 95% and the other is at 78%. Such cut-offs might represent
species or strain demarcation thresholds.

The Up and down buttons allow you to adjust two demarcation cut-offs when displaying the
matrix in the three colour mode.
The Run command button: After choosing an alignment program (Fig. 5) this initiates
pairwise sequence alignment, the calculation of pairwise identity scores and the display of
these scores in the form of a colour coded matrix. The checkbox at the bottom is by default
checked; if unchecked the program does not rearrange the scores.

Fig 5. Small window for selection of sequence alignment program

The Use manual scale command button (Fig 6) allows changing the colour scale used in
pairwise identities matrix.

Fig 6. Command button to adjust colour scale

3. Submenus
The Save SDT file submenu (Fig 7) allows you to save the sequence analysis results and
the pairwise identity scores into a .SDT file for future analyses. This saves time in that the
program will then not need to recalculate pairwise identity scores that have already been
calculated. New sequences or even whole alignments can be appended to old .SDT dataset
and analysed much more quickly than if the entire dataset was analysed from scratch.

Fig 7. Save SDT file submenu

The Save identity scores submenu (Fig 8) allows you to save sequence identity scores in
a spreadsheet-readable text file in either a single column or a matrix (i.e. multiple columns;
Fig 8).

Fig 8. Save identity scores submenu

Matrix format
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Fig 9. Output formats of spreadsheet readable text files.

The Save matrix picture submenu (Fig 10) allows you to save a 2D colour coded graphical
image of the matrix in either .EMF (vector graphic good for rescaling) or .BMP (bitmap
graphic that is not good for rescaling) formats.

The Save plot submenu (Fig 10) allows you to save the pairwise identity distribution plot in
either .EMF or .BMP formats, or as a spreadsheet-readable list of the data used to produce
the plot.

Save matrix picture submenu

Save plot submenu

Fig 10. The save matrix picture and save plot menu items

Copy matrix to clipboard submenus (Fig 11) allows you to copy the matrix to the clipboard
in either .EMF or .BMP formats so that it can be pasted into another program such as
Microsoft Word or Powepoint.

Copy matrix to clipboard submenu

Copy plot to clipboard submenu

Fig 11. The copy matrix to clipboard and copy plot to clipboard menus

Copy plot to clipboard submenu (Fig 11) allows you to copy the plot image in either .EMF
or .BMP formats to the clipboard so that it can be pasted into another program such as Word
or Powerpoint.
Create datasets [based on p-identities] submenu (Fig 12) allows you to objectively create
datasets of sequences sharing a desired level of diversity/similarity to suite further genome
evolution analyses such as inference of patterns of natural selection or the identification of
conserved genomic secondary structures [5,6]. After the sequence identity scores have been
computed, you need to enter the maximum and minimum identity percentage in the create
datasets window (Fig 12) , the program will then partition the input sequence dataset

into sets of non-overlapping sequence files, with each file containing only sequence
pairs with identities that are within the user specified range.

Fig 12. Small window for choosing the range of identities

Save all sequences [as sorted in the Matrix] submenu allows creating a dataset of all
sequences arranged as they appear in the matrix after clustering using a neighbour joining
tree.

Important notes:
You must ensure that the new sequences start at the same position as the
sequences already loaded.
At the end of every run the program saves all the output files into the tmp folder
which you can then manually retrieve either should you forget to save the analysis
results before quitting, or if the program unexpectedly crashes at the end of a run
(this will occasionally happen if the dataset being analysed is very large). The files
stored in the tmp folder will all be overwritten during the next run of the program.

SDT does not display a colour coded matrix for a dataset of more than 500
sequences. It does, however, allow you to save the matrix to a file in either
.BMP or .EMF formats
Large datasets containing about 1000 sequences that are each ~2,800nts long will
take approximately 3 days to analyse. In such cases (and even for much larger
datasets) SDTMPI, a parallelized version of SDT, could be used.

SDTMPI only

calculates a matrix of pairwise identity scores (i.e. it does not produce either the
graphical identity score matrix or the pairwise identity score distribution plots) but
can, given access to a computer cluster with several processors, produce a
completed pairwise identity score matrix approximately 19 to 38 times quicker than
SDT when running on 20 to 40 cores respectively (SDTMPI is available at
http://web.cbio.uct.ac.za/SDT).
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